
Trimble software provides a central focus for all activities related to running a 
project,  providing a dynamic view for the financial health of each project.

Costing & Accounts

SOFTWARE TO SUIT THE SPECIFIC 
NEEDS OF M&E CONTRACTORS

TRANSFORMING THE WAY THE WORLD WORKS



  Performance Against Estimate
Estimates can be imported into the system to give you the 
project budgets. These are automatically adjusted when 
variations occur to give you up to the minute cost and revenue 
projections. Actual costs can be analysed against your 
estimated costs at either cost head level or drilled right down 
to a product level. Committed and actual costs are all fully 
visible.

   Applications, Certificates 

& Invoices
Applications for payment can be raised for both clients &  
sub-contractors. Payments against these applications 
are recorded by generating certificates. The applications 
and certificates also allow you to manage MCD and 
retentions. Invoicing options include schedule of rates, 
time & materials/cost-plus and pre-agreed schedules. The 
system allows for multiple charge tables, quoted works and 
interim claims.

  Profit Reporting
Amtech Costing software has a comprehensive range 
of reports to ensure you can track every element of 
your project. These reports are not only useful for 
project managers but also for the financial department 
within your business. All reports can be exported to 
Excel for additional analysis.

Contract Costing bridges the gap between accounting functions and the operational 

side of the business, putting you in control throughout the project - with the ability 

to anticipate potential problems and take remedial action immediately.

COSTING
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  Purchase Orders
Raise requisitions and purchase orders for both materials 
and sub-contract with Luckins MEP specific database. This 
allows you to manage committed costs for a job and track 
your ordering performance against your estimate. Integrates 
with Amtech Stock as well as purchase/nominal ledger with 
Amtech Accounts or Sage.

  Time Sheets
Input and approve engineer time  sheets across 
multiple rates and codes. Allocate this to a job or 
contract and include any deductions and expenses. 
System is fully integrated to SAGE Payroll. 

  Small Works
Sales invoices can be raised for small works jobs. 
Templates and draft invoices can be produced from 
job costs. Multiple invoices can be raised using batch 
routines to save time. The system also allows you to 
e-mail invoices to clients.

£

Import estimates with 
budget costs

Directly pay 
sub-contract engineers

Stay in control of 
financial performance

Range of reports Monitor sub-contractor 
and tax status

Monitor stock levels



  Nominal Ledger
Within Amtech Accounts, your nominal ledger is 
automatically updated by procurement, costing 
and time sheets. It also updates in line with your 
purchase and sales ledger.

  Sales Ledger
Tracks sales invoices which are automatically posted. 
The central portal gives you visibility to follow-up 
and chase unpaid invoices. From this the system 
produces a full range of reports. 

  Purchase Ledger 
Tracks all received invoices and provides payment 
forecasting based on supplier terms and expected 
terms. All documents and invoices are attached to your 
customers accounts. You can either automatically pay all 
invoices or drill down for a “payment selection”. 

The system includes fully integrated Sales, Purchase, Nominal and VAT ledgers, 

providing automatic handling of double-entry bookkeeping. Thanks to the powerful 

integration to Amtech Costing, each single-entry of data is automatically posted to 

the relevant ledgers, eliminating duplication of data entry.

ACCOUNTS



  VAT Ledger
A separate VAT ledger is used to keep track of submitted VAT 
returns and payments. The VAT ledger contains screens and 
reports that are used to calculate and validate your VAT return. 
It also allows electronic VAT returns to be submitted directly to 
HMRC using the Government gateway. 

  Payroll
Amtech accounts links directly with SAGE payroll allowing you 
to not only add time and material to a job but also allocate this 
to a member of your team and automate your payment. 

  Retention Control
Retention transactions can be posted to the Sales, Purchase and 
Nominal ledgers because of their enhanced contractor specific 
functionality. Retention can be analysed using the nominal control 
accounts and is also included in the aged creditor and debtor reports. 

VAT returns can go 
straight to HMRC

Includes CIS, NI &  
Pension contributions

Tracks all invoices

Produces & automaticaly 
posts sales invoices

Central portal to follow 
up & chase unpaid 

invoices

Retention transactions 
can be posted to Sales, 

Purchase & Nominal 
Ledgers
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ACCOUNTS



Support
Customer service and satisfaction is our number one priority! We provide a range of services to make 
using our products as easy and straightforward as possible. Trimble customers know they can get 
friendly help and advice quickly, allowing them to get on with their job.

INTEGRATION

  Stock Control
Allows you to buy from 
your stores as well as 
wholesalers

  Procurement
Multiple projects can be 
procured together to 
ensure economies of scale

FEATURES LIST
   Manage all jobs

    When financial information is saved, it automatically 

posts to accounts

    Manage applications, certified payments, retentions 

and MCD

   Create & manage purchase orders

    Easily works out the tax implications for payments to 

sub-contractors

   Stay in control of each contract’s financial performance

   Directly import estimates with budget costs

   Easily track committed, accrued and actual costs

   Helpful invoicing/profitability management

    Aged debtor analysis and reporting of applications 

for payment as well as sales invoices

   Track customer and sub-contractor retentions

   Monitor sub-contractor costs and tax status 

   Directly pay sub-contractor engineers

   Links to Amtech accounts & SAGE accounts

   Links to Amtech Service Manager 

   Monitor stock levels
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